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hermetic (comparative more hermetic, superlative most hermetic). (chiefly with capital initial) Pertaining to ... Hermetically
sealed. Isolated, away from outside .... “Do we really want to travel in hermetically sealed popemobiles through the rural
provinces of France, Mexico and the Far East, eating only in Hard Rock Cafes .... hermetically meaning, definition, what is
hermetically: Definition ...: Learn more.. Hermetic definition: If a container has a hermetic seal, the seal is very tight so that no
air can get in or... | Meaning, pronunciation, translations and examples.. Define hermetic (adjective) and get synonyms. What is
hermetic (adjective)? hermetic (adjective) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary.. Hermetically definition,
so as to be airtight: hermetically sealed. See more.. If you want to keep cookies crisp for a long time, store them in a jar with a
hermetic, or airtight, seal. Hermetic means sealed so that no air can get in.. hermetic (adj.) 1630s "dealing with occult science or
alchemy," from Latin hermeticus, from Greek Hermes, god of science and art (among other things), who was .... 21 Sep 2016 ...
On one hand the hermeticity specs are getting tighter, on the other hand the question that is now being posed is; Do I need to be
hermetic?. Dan hermetically sealed the chips for Brian in a ziplock baggie. by Pseudonym March 30, 2005. Get the mug. Get a
hermetically mug for your mate Nathalie.. Medical Definition of hermetic. : being airtight or impervious to air.. c.1600 (implied
in hermetically), "completely sealed," also (1630s) "dealing with occult science or alchemy," from Latin hermeticus, from
Greek Hermes, god of science and art, among other things, identified by Neoplatonists, mystics, and alchemists with the
Egyptian god Thoth as Hermes Trismegistos "Thrice-Great Hermes .... hermetically sealed meaning, definition, what is
hermetically sealed: very tightly closed so that air cannot g...: Learn more.. The word hermetic comes from the Greek god
Hermes, via the vocabulary of alchemy. The alchemists invented a process for making an airtight glass tube, which they used for
distillation. The process used a secret seal, whose invention was attributed to an inspiration of alchemy, Hermes Trismegistus..
26 Apr 2015 - 21 sec - Uploaded by ADictionaryVideo shows what hermetically sealed means. sealed with an airtight hermetic
seal .... Define hermetically. hermetically synonyms, hermetically pronunciation, hermetically translation, English dictionary
definition of hermetically. also her·met·i·cal .... Glass vessels, such as the bulbs of incandescent lamps, are hermetically sealed
often by melting the glass together over any opening into their interior.. hermetically sealed definition: 1. A hermetically sealed
container or space is so tightly closed that no air can leave or enter it.2. separated and protected from .... Definition of
hermetically - in a way that is completely airtight.. Synonyms for hermetic at Thesaurus.com with free online thesaurus,
antonyms, and definitions. Find descriptive alternatives for hermetic. 09d653b45f 
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